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Abstract — To investigate the influence of the gas condition, especially xenon (Xe) gas, on the wallvoltage variation in relation to the electric-field intensity during the address period, the wall voltages
were measured under various Xe-gas content ranging from 11 to 20% by using the Vt closed curve
analysis method. It was observed that under a weak electric-field intensity between the scan and
address electrodes, the change in Xe content did not affect the wall-voltage variation, even at a higher
panel temperature of 65°C. However, under a strong electric-field intensity, the wall-voltage variations
were reduced with an increase in the Xe content, confirming that a higher electric-field intensity would
be required to induce the wall-voltage variation at a higher Xe content during the address period.
Keywords — Wall-voltage variation, Xe-gas content, priming condition, electric-field intensity, panel
temperature.
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1

Introduction

The further improvement in the image quality in ACPDPs
requires a wider driving margin and more stable reset and
address discharge. A misfiring discharge at a high temperature was often observed, which was due to the failure of the
address discharge at the upper-subfield and lower scans
line, especially at a high-temperature condition. This is
strongly related to the wall-voltage-variation phenomenon
during the address period. The wall-voltage variations
tended to increase with an increased number of applied
address and sustain pulses, and these tendencies was intensified with an increase in temperature.1,2 Nonetheless, the
wall-voltage-variation phenomenon is still not well understood. In particular, the wall-voltage-variation phenomenon
has not been investigated in relation to the electric-field
intensity under various Xe gas contents.
In this paper, to investigate the wall-voltage variation
in relation to the electric-field intensity during the address
period under various Xe-gas conditions, the wall-voltage
variations were examined relative to the Xe content ranging
from 11 to 20% by adjusting the applied voltage between
the scan and address electrodes, based on the Vt closed
curve analysis. In order to stabilize the discharge, the reset
and sustain waveforms were modified to be suitable for
varying the Xe-gas content. The number of sustain pulses
and the panel temperature were also varied in order to provide uniform priming conditions to the discharge cells for
three different Xe-gas contents.

2

Experimental setup

The 42-in. test panel with a working gas pressure of 420 Torr
was employed in the research, and its structure and dimensions were exactly the same as those of a conventional 42in.-wide XGA-grade PDP with a box-type barrier rib. The
gas mixtures used were He (50%)–Ne–Xe (11, 15, and 20%).
The detailed panel specifications are listed in Table 1. The
panel temperature of the test panel varied from –5 to +65°C
by modifying the temperature of the glass of the rear panel
with an external cooler and heater.
Figure 1 shows the Vt closed curves measured at three
different Xe contents under a zero initial wall-voltage conditions. When the Xe-gas content was increased from 11 to
20%, the area of the Vt closed curve was enlarged, meaning
that the firing voltages among the three electrodes increased
in proportion to the Xe-gas content. In order to achieve a
TABLE 1 — Specification of 42-in. test panel employed in this study.
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FIGURE 1 — Measured Vt closed curves for a 42-in. test panel relative
to Xe-gas content.

stable discharge sequence, the applied voltage was adjusted
for each of the gas mixtures used in this study.
Figure 2 shows the driving waveform employed for
measuring the address-discharge delay properties due to
changes in the panel temperature and the number of the
applied sustain pulses. The applied sustain pulses were 10
pairs for the lower subfield (i.e., SF 3), 50 pairs for the middle subfield (i.e., SF 7), and 100 pairs for the upper subfield
(i.e., SF 10). To maintain the same wall-voltage condition
after reset discharge, the different voltage levels of VNF and
VB were applied during the reset period. To stabilize a sustain discharge, the different voltage levels of VS were
applied during the sustain period. The detailed values for
VNF, VB, and VS suitable for various Xe-gas contents are
listed in Table 2.
Figure 3 shows the shifts of Vt closed curves after the
reset discharge with respect to the reference Vt closed curve
with a zero initial wall voltage at three different Xe-gas contents and room temperature of 25°C. In Fig. 3, the voltage

FIGURE 3 — Shifts of Vt closed curves after reset discharge with respect
to reference Vt closed curve with zero initial wall voltage at three
different Xe contents: (a) Xe (11%), (b) Xe (15%), and (c) Xe (20%).

difference between the shifted and reference Vt closed
curves represents the final wall voltage induced by the wall
charges formed during the reset discharge. The wall-voltage
TABLE 2 — Voltage levels of Fig. 2 suitable for various Xe-gas
contents.

FIGURE 2 — Driving waveform employed for measuring addressdischarge delay properties due to changes in the temperature and the
number of sustain pulses.
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FIGURE 4 — IR (828 nm) intensities emitted during sustain discharge at
three different Xe-gas contents.

condition after the reset discharge at each Xe-gas content
was made to be similar by applying different voltage levels
of VNF and VB, shown in Table 2.
Figure 4 shows the IR (828-nm) intensities emitted
during the sustain discharge under three different Xe-gas
contents. As shown in Fig. 4, the sustain-discharge intensities were observed to be almost the same regardless of the
different Xe-gas contents by applying the sustain voltage
levels suitable for various Xe-gas contents which are shown
in Table 2.

3
3.1

Result and discussion
Uniform priming condition in discharge
cells under various Xe-gas contents

It is very important to provide a uniform priming condition
to the discharge cells for investigating the influence of the
various Xe-gas contents on the wall-voltage variation in relation
to the electric-field intensity during the address period. To
establish the uniform priming conditions under three different Xe-gas contents, the panel temperature and the number
of applied sustain pulses were adjusted in this experiment.
Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the formative (tf) and the
statistical (ts) delay times measured during the address discharge relative to (a) the panel temperature at SF3 and (b)
the number of applied sustain pulses at a room temperature
of 25°C, under various Xe-gas contents. As shown in
Fig. 5(a), the tf remained almost constant regardless of the
panel temperature, but increased with an increase in the
Xe-gas content, which is due to the increase in the firing
voltage with Xe-gas content. This result indicates that the panel
temperature has little influence on tf because the wall-voltage condition is slightly changed relative to the panel temperature.3 On the other hand, ts decreased with an increase
in the panel temperature, but showed a slight increase
among the Xe-gas contents at a high panel temperature of
65°C. The increase in the panel temperature from –5 to
+65°C causes the exo-electron emissions to be promoted
from the MgO surface, which was presumably due to the
thermal activation.4 The emitted exo-electrons play a role in
facilitating the initial discharge as priming particles. As a
result, ts decreased with panel temperature due to an
increase in seed electrons, i.e., priming particles in the dis-
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FIGURE 5 — Formative (tf) and statistical (ts) delay times measured
during address discharge relative to (a) panel temperature at SF3 and (b)
number of applied sustain pulse at 25°C, under various Xe-gas content.

charge cells. However, the difference in ts among the Xe-gas
contents was reduced in proportion to the panel temperature. In particular, at a high panel temperature of 65°C, an
almost negligible difference in ts was observed among the
Xe-gas contents.5,6 This means that, thanks to the active
exo-electron emissions at a high panel temperature of 65°C,
the priming particles are sufficiently provided to the discharge cells, even under different Xe-gas contents.
In the mean time, as shown in Fig. 5(b), when varying
the number of applied sustain pulses from 10 to 200 pairs
under various Xe-gas contents at a room temperature of
25°C, ts was observed to decrease with an increase in the
number of applied sustains pulses. However, tf remained
almost constant regardless of the number of applied sustain
pulses. It is well known that the exo-electrons emitted from
the MgO surface contribute to shortening ts.7 Accordingly,
the decrease in the ts in proportion to the number of the
applied sustain pulses is strongly related to the exo-emission
phenomenon of the MgO surface. The increase in the
number of the sustain discharges means an increase in the
electrons caught in the trap level of the MgO surface that
can easily escape the shallow energy barrier.8 Consequently,
the increase in the number of sustain discharges results in
an increase in the exo-electron emission. For a more than
100-pair sustain pulse, ts remains almost constant regardless
of the various Xe-gas contents, confirming that the priming
particles are sufficiently provided to the discharge cells.

The experimental results of Figs. 5(a) and 5(b) confirmed that a panel temperature of 65°C and a 100-pair sustain pulse could establish a uniform priming condition so as
to provide the sufficient seed electrons, i.e., priming particles to the discharge cells regardless of the Xe-gas content.
Under this experimental condition, i.e., a panel temperature
of 65°C and a 100-pair sustain pulse, the effects of the various Xe contents on the wall-voltage variation in relation to
the electric-field intensity were examined during the address
period.

3.2

Effects of Xe-gas content and electricfield intensity on wall-voltage variation
during address period under uniform
priming condition

Figure 6 shows the driving waveform employed for measuring the wall-voltage variation in relation to the electric-field
intensity during the address period. The full-white VA waveform was employed because it gave a greater wall-voltage
variation during an address period than a full-black VA
waveform (all-zero address pulse). The width of the address
pulses was 1.25 µsec, making the address periods 960 µsec
for the 768th scan lines (i.e., full-white pattern) due to the
worst case pattern for the wall-voltage variation problem.9
In Fig. 6, at the scan line prior to the last scan line, i.e.,
767th line, the wall-voltage variations during the addressperiod were measured using the Vt closed curve measurement technique10 to investigate the influence of the
electric-field intensity under different Xe-gas contents on
the wall-voltage variation. The resultant address discharge
was produced at the last scan line, i.e., 768th line, in order
to examine the influence of the wall-voltage variation on the
address delay times. The voltage levels of VNF, VB, and VS
were the same as those in Table 2. To measure the wall-voltage variation in relation to the electric-field intensity
between the address and scan electrodes, the voltage
applied between the address (A) and scan (Y) electrodes was
adjusted from 75 to 155 V by varying the voltage level of VY
in Fig. 6 during the address period. As aforementioned,

FIGURE 6 — Driving waveform employed for measuring wall-voltage
variation in relation to electric-field intensity by varying |VY| from 15 to
95 V during address period: SF 10, 65°C panel temperature.

FIGURE 7 — Wall-voltage variation measured during address period
relative to applied voltage between address-scan electrodes (= VA-Y ).

other conditions for providing the uniform priming condition were exactly the same as follows: the panel temperature
was 65°C, the 100-pair sustain pulse was applied, and the
applied voltage level of VA was 60 V.
Figure 7 shows the wall-voltage variation measured
during the address period relative to the applied voltage between
the A-Y electrodes (= VA-Y) at three different Xe-gas contents. As shown in Fig. 7, the three different Xe-gas contents
showed different threshold voltages between the A-Y electrodes for inducing the wall-voltage variation, i.e., 85 V for
11%–Xe, 95 V for 15%–Xe, and 105 V for 20%–Xe. Above
the threshold voltage, the wall-voltage variations were
increased in proportion to the applied voltage between the
A-Y electrodes, implying that the electric-field intensity
greater than the threshold intensity was related to the wallvoltage variation. The experimental result of Fig. 7 also
showed that the high Xe-gas content required a high applied
voltage (= VA-Y) in order to induce the wall-voltage variation. When comparing the magnitude of the wall-voltage
variation among the three different Xe-gas contents above
the threshold-voltage condition, the wall-voltage variation
was observed to decrease with an increase in the Xe-gas content. The wall-voltage variations could be induced as a result
of the exo-electrons emitted from the MgO surface during
the line-by-line scanning. In this case, the exo-electron
emission should be independent of the gas condition such
as Xe-gas content because the exo-electron emission characteristics depend only on the MgO surface states including
the electrons captured in the trap-energy level of the MgO.
However, our experiment shows that the wall-voltage variation strongly depends on the gas condition, especially Xegas content under the sufficient priming condition. The
dependence of the Xe gas content on the wall-voltage variation postulates that a type of amplification induced by the
exo-electron emission in the discharge space might be produced under a strong electric-field-intensity condition,
thereby resulting in wall-voltage variation. However, a type
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FIGURE 8 — Variation in tf and ts relative to applied voltage between
address-scan electrodes (= VA-Y).

of amplification in the discharge space was not directly
observed. Thus, this point needs to be further investigated.
Figure 8 shows the variations in the formative (tf) and
statistical (ts) delay times relative to the applied voltage
between the A-Y electrodes (= VA-Y) at three different Xegas contents. The ts was observed to be almost constant
regardless of the applied voltage between the A-Y electrodes (= VA-Y) regardless of Xe gas content as a result of
sufficiently providing the priming particles by raising the
panel temperature and increasing the number of applied
sustain pulses. This result indicates that ts was observed to
be almost independent of the electric-field intensity applied
between the scan and address electrodes.
In the mean time, as shown in Fig. 7, under the weakelectric-field condition, i.e., low voltage condition (= VA-Y <
95 V), the wall voltages varied only slightly. In this case, the
tf strongly depends not on the wall-voltage variation but the
gas condition, meaning that the tf becomes longer in proportion to the Xe-gas content due to the increase in the firing
voltage with Xe-gas content. As shown in Fig. 8, the tf was
longer for higher Xe-gas content under weak electric-field
conditions.
On the contrary, as shown in Fig. 7, under strong electric-field conditions, i.e., high-voltage condition (= VA-Y >
100 V), the wall voltages varied significantly. In this case, tf
strongly depends on the wall-voltage variation as well as the
gas condition. Because the wall-voltage variation was larger
for the lower Xe-gas content, the resultant tf was longer for
the lower Xe-gas content under strong electric-field conditions.

4

Conclusion

Due to its importance for address-discharge stability, this
paper investigated the wall-voltage variation in relation to
the electric-field intensity during the address period under
various Xe-gas conditions. The wall-voltage variations were
examined relative to the Xe-gas content ranging from 11 to
20% by adjusting the voltages applied between the A-Y elec-
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trodes (= VA-Y) during the line-by-line scanning prior the
production of the address discharge at the last scan line.
Experimental results showed that under a weak electricfield intensity between the scan and address electrodes during the address period, the change in the Xe-gas content did
not affect the wall-voltage variation, even at a higher panel
temperature of 65°C. In this case, the formative delay characteristics strongly depend on an increase in the firing voltage induced by the increase in the Xe-gas content. However,
under a strong electric-field intensity, the wall-voltage variations were reduced with an increase in the Xe-gas content,
confirming that the higher electric-field intensity would be
required to induce the wall-voltage variation at a higher
Xe-gas content during the address period. In this case, the
formative delay characteristics strongly depended on the
wall-voltage variation as well as the gas condition.
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